Abstract-Recently, various network analysis methods has been utilized to reveal undisclosed knowledge in a variety of fields. In particular, these methods are used to reveal potential trade risk factors in e-Customs. However, existing methods do not provide a fast response time to user queries, mainly due to the large size of the data and the complexity of relationships between the data in e-Custom. In this paper, we propose an efficient network analysis system for revealing potential trade risk factors in e-Custom. The system proposes an efficient subgraph matching method and visualization tool to find the relationships between the data in a network. It quickly finds complicated relationships and dramatically reduces the number of unnecessary searches. Also, to verify the superiority of our method, we compare our method with existing method in various experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Big data refers to informationalization technology for extracting valuable information through the use and analysis of large-scale data and, based on that data, deriving plans for response or predicting changes. As an example, the rise of petabyte scale data warehouses, social networks, real-time sensor data, and diverse and new data sources has led to the ability to address many problems. In addition, with the rise of research environments centering on data, interdisciplinary cooperation has increased [1] .
Big data is composed of large networks. For example, the relations between friends in Facebook and the relations between compounds, genes and proteins in a brain are networks. A network is a data structure that represents the relations between data and is consists of nodes and edges. If a network structure is analyzed, it can discover characteristics and patterns between data in a network. For example, a product recommendation that recommends the most similar item purchased by similar people, an influencer identification that finds out people that are central in the given network, community detection that identifies group of people that are close to each other and graph pattern matching that finds out all the sets of entities that match to the given pattern are based on a network analysis. Recently, a graph DBMS is growing rapidly in a DBMS market because most big data analyses are based on network analyses, as shown in Fig. 1 DBMS is growing at an average annual rate of 40.8% [1] . Along with the development of globalization and information technology, the trade system has changed from international trade to free trade. The development of free trade has caused an increase in the trade volume and an increase in the number of risk factors. Furthermore, due to the proliferation of trade and travelers, the tasks of customs services are steadily increasing. Consequently, an efficient information analysis system is required to detect and prevent illegal acts such as terrorism, smuggling, and trade in hazardous substances. To this end, the Korea Customs Service (KCS) developed e-Customs by using advanced IT technology in 2008 [2] - [4] .
e-Customs stores information about travelers, posts, trade facilitation and community protection while maintaining an information plaza with a variety of real-time information in relational databases. It also supports an information analysis service. However, e-Customs can only answer queries about intuitive knowledge such as "Who boarded an international flight yesterday?" and "What was the direct transactional information between two companies last month?" because the information analysis service of e-Customs does not reveal the complex relationships between data in relational databases [4] , [5] . Therefore, customs inspectors require an advanced information analysis service to track all relationships between potential trade risk factors efficiently.
In this paper, we propose an efficient network analysis system for revealing potential trade risk factors in e-Customs.
Our system provides an efficient subgraph matching method and visualization tool. The proposed subgraph matching method quickly finds various and complicated relations because it dramatically reduces the number of searches for unnecessary relations. The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we explain related works. In Section III, we describe the subgraph matching method and visualization tool of our system. In Section IV, we show our experimental results briefly. Finally, we offer a conclusion for this paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Subgraph Matching A subgraph matching is the process of finding a correspondence between the nodes and the edges of two networks that satisfies some constraints ensuring that similar substructures in one network are mapped to similar substructures in the other [6] . The subgraph matching is widely used in cheminformatics, bioinformatics, image processing and computer vision and social networks analyses. However, the existing subgraph matching methods are unsuited for large networks. For example, VF2 [7] is the most representative subgraph matching method and is the fastest subgraph matching method on small networks. However, VF2 is unsuited for large networks and has an overlap problem on subgraph matching results, as shown in Fig. 2 . Also, the overlap problem of VF2 occurs unnecessary graph traversals [8] . Therefore, we proposed an efficient subgraph matching on large networks in this paper. Fig. 3 shows systems that provide specialized information analysis based on the search for relationships between data. Fig. 3 (a) shows Microsoft's co-author graph service [9] , which has been in service since 2008, and provides all the author information related to two authors based on the author's information of the papers and patents. Fig. 3(b) shows the Gene network service [10] , which has been in service since 2010, and provides a network of other proteins related to the protein inputted by a user. Recently, information retrieval services based on relationships between data have been utilized in various fields. Also, the services are saving time and effort in analyzing information. 
B. Information Retrieval Service Based on Relationships between Data

III. PROPOSED NETWORK ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR E-CUSTOM
A. Proposed Subgraph Matching 4 shows our subgraph matching method. Our method assigns the priorities of the nodes in a data graph and query graph. In a data graph, the node with the smallest number of degrees has the highest priority. The priorities of nodes with the same number of degrees are random. In Fig. 4 , node 1 has the highest priority and node 3 the lowest priority. In a query graph, the priorities of nodes are based on the order of node traversal. In Fig. 4 , nodes are traversed in order of node a, node b and node c. Therefore, the priorities of the query graph are node a < node b and node a < node c. Node a < node b means that the priority of node a is higher than that of node b. For lack of space, we won't deal with the detail description here. Fig. 4 shows the process of our subgraph matching. The subgraph matching based on the priorities of nodes avoids an overlap problem on subgraph matching results. For example, after node a and node 2 are matched, node b and node 3 are matched because the priority of node a is higher than that of node b and the priority of node 2 is higher than that of node 3. However, node c and node 1 aren't matched because the priority of node a is higher than that of node c but the priority of node 2 is lower than that of node 1. In conclusion, (a↔2, b ↔3, c↔1) isn't the result of the subgraph matching. Also, [8] .
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Computer and Communication, Vol. 7, No. 1, March 2018 our subgraph matching is quicker than VF2 because the subgraph matching based on the priorities of nodes avoids unnecessary graph traversals
B. Proposed Visualization Tool
The data used in e-Customs are security data. So, Fig. 5 shows the dummy data that are used for revealing potential trade risk factors in e-Customs. Referentially, the e-Customs uses more data, but Fig. 5 only shows key data for revealing potential trade risk factors. For example, the sample-02 record means that Gil-dong imported cell phones from the company B. The origin of the cell phones is VN(Vietnam), and it was imported from the RS(Russian Federation) to the Incheon port by the B_Express. The cell phones were notified of import through A_T.A(A tax accountant). Also, the cell phones were inspected for origin violations, but there were no problems. On the other hand, the sample-07 violated a origin and the sample-09 violated a price report. The 'null' of an inspect item code and inspect result columns means the goods are imported without being inspected. Finally, the key value is an import declaration code. Computer and Communication, Vol. 7, No. 1, March 2018 Customs inspectors look for patterns that can reveal potential trade risk factors based on existing detected trade risk factors. For example, customs inspectors guess that C_Comp, C_Express and B_T.A in the sample-07 are potential risk factors. So, the customs inspectors look for all trades that include C_Comp, C_Express and B_T.A and was not inspected. Fig. 7 shows the result of the subgraph matching that includes (Overseas Account Code: C_Comp), (Freight Carrier Code: C_Express) and (Tax Accountant Code: B_T.A). In conclusion, Fig. 7 shows a network for the sample-03. Our subgraph matching method quickly performs complex subgraph matching queries.
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IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed subgraph matching method, we compared our method with VF2. The evaluation has been performed on MINT dataset with 3,872 nodes and 56,937 edges. Our method is more than 130% faster than VF2 because our method avoids many unnecessary graph traversals.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The various relationship analysis methods based on a network analysis have been utilized to reveal undisclosed knowledge in a variety of fields. However, existing methods don't provide fast response time to user queries because the data and relationships between the data very large and complex. So, we proposed a new relationship tracking method based on a subgraph matching to analyze the relationships between potential trade risk factors. The proposed method reduced the number of searches for unnecessary relationships when tracking the relationships in a network. In the future, we plan to expand our service to track relationships based on the concept of advanced international information sharing.
